
Experience 
TECHNICAL PRODUCT MANAGER, MOBIFY   NOV 2014 - MAY 2017 

I was hired by Mobify to help build and launch a new product for their mobile shopping 
platform. Astro was released in 2015 and was rated as one of the most strategic 
eCommerce app frameworks by Forrester Research. I've also given numerous technical 
presentations on Astro. In 2016, my team worked with Google on new Web Payments 
technology. 

PRODUCT MANAGER, MEDEO   OCT 2012 - NOV 2014 

Medeo, short for "medical video", lets people see their doctor online. I was the first 
employee and helped see the company through its acquisition in 2014. Also, people love 
using Medeo. 

Projects 
BRAINSTATION, LEAD EDUCATOR   2016 

I taught the Product Management course at BrainStation's Vancouver campus. I’ve also 
mentored many students outside of the classroom and helped them get their first jobs as 
Product Managers. 

STACKER, OPEN SOURCE   2014 

Stacker helps kickstart the development of iPhone apps. I released Stacker as my first big 
open source project and it later became the inspiration for my first product at Mobify. 

WEBVIEWJAVASCRIPTBRIDGE, OPEN SOURCE    2014 

WebViewJavascriptBridge is a popular open source project with over ten thousand “stars” 
on Github. I contributed significantly to the project back in 2014, making me the second 
largest contributor to date. 

SKYPAY, CREATOR    2012 

SkyPay is a web app that strives to be the simplest way to sell online. I built SkyPay to help 
other entrepreneurs make money selling their creations to their fans. 

Education 
University of British Columbia - Combined Major in Business & Computer Science,  
Graduated with Honours - 2012 

Certificates 
AWS Solutions Architect, Associate - 2018 
Pragmatic Marketing Framework, PMC lvl 3 - 2015

Visit lokimeyburg.com to read my blog on Product Management.
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